Quantitative and sequence-specific analysis of DNA-ligand interaction by means of fluorescent intercalator probes.
A novel method of analysis of double-stranded DNA-ligand interaction is presented. The interaction is monitored by the fluorescence of a DNA bis-intercalator oxazole homodimer YoYo-3. The fluorescence intensity or its decay time reflects the modification of the DNA double helix. The DNA sequence is scanned by hybridization with short oligomers having consecutively overlapping complementary sequences to analyse the sequence specificity of binding. In our experiments we used as ligands the minor groove binders netropsin, SN6999 (both with AT-preference), the GC-specific ligand chromomycin A3 as well as the derivative SN6113 (non-specific interaction), which displace the bis-intercalator YoYo-3 or influence the duplex structure in such away that the fluorescence intensity and lifetime decrease in comparison to a ligand-free screening. The changes of fluorescence emission clearly define the binding motif and indicate minor groove interactions with a reduced DNA binding site. Titration of the ligand quantitatively characterizes its binding by determining the dependence of the binding constant on the oligonucleotide sequence.